
Mystery of Oak Island - by Martin Abramson 
(Printed in the July 1950 edition of “Male” magazine) 

 
Less than 200 feet below the surface of wind-swept Oak Island in Nova Scotia, the answer to 
one of history's most fascinating mysteries of buried treasure lies hidden. Early in the 18th 
Century, furtive figures landed on this tiny patch of land in beautiful Mahone Bay. Before they 
left, they deposited what might be a fortune beyond the treasure-seeker's most romantic 
dreams. 
 
Seven generations of adventurers have made more than 20 attempts to recover the 
subterranean treasure. The most recent venture was made last year. Like all the others, it failed. 
So many fantastic circumstances have surrounded these vain hunts for riches, however, that 
many Nova Scotians are confident eerie spirits are guarding the cache from the eyes of 
mankind. 
 
To begin the story of Oak Island, you have to flash back to the summer of 1795. 
 
On a broiling August afternoon, three young men sailed tiny canoe to the uninhabited shores of 
the island from the town of Chester on the mainland. Halfway across the lead-man in the canoe 
stopped paddling. 
 
"It's too hot, maybe we ought to turn back," he said. 
 
The other two stopped paddling, too, and wiped pools of sweat off their foreheads. Then they 
made a vital decision.  "Let's go on. We'll rest when we get there," they said. Finally, they 
nudged their craft on to the beach of the island and dragged themselves out. They selected a 
shady spot and sprawled out on the ground. After an hour's rest, they regained enough energy 
to pursue the original purpose of their safari-a hunt for game. 
 
This quest ended, however, almost as soon as it began. On the east end of the island, they 
stumbled onto a clearing marked by a massive oak tree from which a lower branch had been 
sawed off four feet out from the trunk. One of the hunters, Anthony Vaughn, shinnied up the 
tree. 
 
"Looks like a block and tackle were once swung from here," he called down.  "I can see the 
marks." 
 
Immediately under the improvised derrick, the other two-Daniel McGinnis and Jack Smith-were 
startled by the sight of an unusual depression in the grass. It was about 13 feet in diameter and 
was partially hidden by an accumulation of weeds and dirt. 
 
"It couldn't be a grave, could it?" Smith mused. 
 



"Maybe it's well," ventured McGinnis. 
 
Vaughn climbed down from the tree to have a look. "No, it's definitely not a grave," he said. 
“And why would there be a well on a deserted island?" The three young men stood silent for a 
moment, then stared at one another with sudden inspiration. There was only one answer: 
Buried Treasure! 
 
Feverishly, the hunters scoured the island for other clues to the mystery.  Back at the beach, 
they uncovered a stout iron ringbolt firmly fastened to a rock below the water level. Clearly the 
mooring of some ancient craft, it could be detected only at uncommonly low tides.  Nearby, they 
scooped up a boatswain's whistle and a copper coin of 1713. 
 
Confident now that they had chanced on an island whose bowels hid a vast fortune, they 
returned to Chester and immediately began collecting picks and shovels. That night, they slept 
amid visions of gold pouring down on them in an unending flood. The next day,  quivering in 
anticipation, they returned to Oak Island. Then came the hard part-hours and hours of relentless 
digging in the hot sun. Hours turned into days, days into weeks, weeks into months.  Ten feet 
below the surface, they found a surface of rough logs covering up a stretch of hard blue clay. At 
twenty feet, they found another platform, at thirty feet still another. Then there was more 
clay-and nothing else. 
 
Discouraged, the trio returned to Chester and told of their find in hopes of securing help. An old 
woman who heard their story then revealed a tale her grandmother had told her many years 
before. 
 
"Around 1720, strange men came to Oak Island one night," she said. "Night after night, they 
worked in the light of big bonfires-digging something. Two fishermen from town went to 
investigate.  They were never seen again." 
 
Mahone Bay, she explained, has always been considered an ideal haven for buccaneers. 
Rugged hills stretch out long arms on both sides of the 20 mile sheet of water. The Tancook 
Islands which cluster around the entrance to the Bay form a high rampart against the storms 
from the Atlantic Ocean. Once inside the Tancooks, visiting marauders could operate behind a 
sheltering facade of innumerable capes and peninsulas. 
 
Other old-timers in town talked knowingly of witch fires in Oak Island which night after night 
lured the unwary to destruction. The feeling that the island was haunted turned out to be so 
wide-spread that the three young men were unable to get any help at all.  They gave up their 
expedition - temporarily.  Then six years later, a Dr. John Lynds from Truro, Novia Scotia heard 
their story and was entranced by it.  He decided to invest his money and join the trio in a second 
expedition. 
 



On this second attempt the diggers found that the pattern of oak barricades inserted every ten 
feet into layers of clay was continued all the way down. These unusual precautions to frustrate 
digging operations only convinced them that the hidden hoard must be really fabulous. Just past 
the 80-foot mark, they uncovered a layer of charcoal and coconut fiber, Both tropical products 
they were obviously foreign to the Nova Scotian climate. Had the mysterious freebooters of 
yesteryear brought their loot up to Oak Island from the Caribbean? 
 
Underneath the fiber, a round, flat stone inscribed with curious hieroglyphics was turned up. It 
was later translated by one linguist in Nova Scotia to read: “Ten feet below two million pounds 
lies buried.” 
 
Here, the diggers told themselves, was the first indisputable evidence of buried treasure! 
 
The shovels burrowed deeper into the earth. Suddenly, the picks clanged against hard metal for 
the first time. "We've reached the treasure chest for sure," the men screamed. It was nearly 
midnight Saturday night, however, and the men were worn out from the day's work. They 
decided to rest over the Sabbath, hold religious services, and then strike for the goal on 
Monday. 
 
If they had worked for only an hour more that night, the whole mystery of Oak Island might have 
been solved! For on Blue Monday morning, they discovered that water had seeped into the 
excavation during their Sunday respite and filled it to within 30 feet from the top. Heartsick, they 
bailed for hours without success. An underground conduit appeared to be flooding the pit with 
water. 
 
In desperation, they sank another shaft and began tediously tunneling toward the pit. But a 
volcanic surge of water burst through their tunnel and the men ran for their lives. The next day, 
they left Oak Island, utterly defeated. 
 
The next venture wasn't launched tili nearly half a century later. By that time, Smith and 
McGinnis were both dead.  Vaughn, though old and feeble, went along with Dr. Lynds to point 
out the treasure pit to the new group of fortune hunters. The drilling crew under a J. B. McCully 
of Truro lowered a pod auger to a depth of about 100 feet. There, it struck an oak section. When 
it was brought up, it contained three gold links from an ancient, heavy chain--another clue to 
buried treasure. 
 
Later that day, John Pitbaldo, the foreman, lowered the auger when all the other men were busy 
eating. He examined it closely when it came up, then took something from it. Thinking he was 
unobserved, he stuck his find in his pocket and began to slink away. But one of the stockholders 
of the treasure company had spotted him and he came running up. 
 
"What have you got there, Pitbaldo?” he demanded. "I want to see it!” 
 



Oh, it's nothing to get excited about." Pitbaldo said. "I'll show it to all the men later." 
 
That night, Pitbaldo vanished from the island, and made his way back to the mainland. He was 
next heard from when he began legal action to get title to the treasure area. But he never 
returned to the mystery island. One month after he made his dramatic find, he was killed in a 
mine accident. What was it he found? No one will ever know. 
 
The drills probed deeper into the clay soil. The men in charge were sure now there were two 
oaken chests at the bottom of the pit. Then, for the first time, they decided to taste the water in 
the pit. It was salty! On top of that, they found the level of the water in the excavation was rising 
and falling one inch for each foot of tidal movement in Mahone Bay! 
 
It was clear now that the pirates of yesteryear, with incredible ingenuity, had managed to tap the 
waters of the Bay and the vast Atlantic Ocean to stand guard over their hoarded property. The 
engineers with the treasure company then made another significant find. 
 
"Water runs out of the sands at a small cove about 460 feet from the money pit,” they told 
McCully. It was decided to explore the cove-later called Smith's Cove-as a possible source of 
water which was undoubtedly feeding into the pit through an underground conduit. Here, still 
another startling discovery was made.  Underneath the sands at Smith Cove, tons of tons of 
coconut fronds had been buried.  The fiber was identical to that which had been taken out of the 
money pit years before. The fronds had been formed into a giant sponge which sucked in the 
waters of the Bay at high tide and held it at low tide. With the aid of an amazingly complex 
drainage construction, this sponge arrangement was acting as a reservoir to feed water through 
the tunnel to the bottom of the treasure hole and flood out those who dared to seek a pirate's 
cache. 
 
The stockholders of the treasure company decided to strike another shaft about ten feet from 
the original treasure pit in hopes of striking the underground tunnel.  Then they hoped to drive 
spiles through it and dam up the flow of water. The shaft was sunk to a depth of 118 feet and 
from this point a tunnel was cut horizontally almost directly under the pit. Hopes were again 
high. But during lunch one day, a loud crash was heard and a worker named Publicover raced 
headlong from the tunnel. 
 
"I got out just in time," he yelled. "The bottom of the pit fell into the tunnel. 
 
The others rushed over to the shaft.  Soon they discovered that the treasure chests had plunged 
deep into the new tunnel as a result of the accident and that would take herculean effort and 
enormous expense to locate them again. The men looked at one another, despair etched on 
their faces. They knew their mission was a failure. 
 
Except for a brief stab at the treasure pit which was made in 1863, Oak Island slumbered 
through an aura of quiet for the next forty-three years. The old pits began to fill up. The grass 



grew green above a pirate's treasure and the ancient oaks on the island preserved a dignified 
silence concerning the historic events that had once been enacted beneath their shade. Then 
came 1893.  A new generation had grown up in Nova Scotia. It was a generation that had heard 
and wondered about the old, romantic tale of the little island in the picturesque Bay of Mahone. 
It scorned the fears of its elders who still gossiped about the dangerous spirits hiding in the 
island's oak trees. And with the rash confidence of youth, it exuded optimism about succeeding 
where the old timers had failed. The treasure was there-all they had to do was dam up the flow 
of water into the pit. All right then, they would dam it up!  
 
Accordingly, a syndicate was formed with the backing of more than $60,000 in cash. Soon, the 
shores of the celebrated island rang out anew with the clang of pumps and the whine of drills. 
The hunt was on! 
 
The new syndicate soon unfolded its ster plan-to dynamite the entire around Smith's cove and 
smash the underground conduit at its source. So blast after blast went on and the island 
trembled under the force of the explosions.  Then upumps were set up to force the water in the 
pit back to the sea. A shout went up from the workmen: “The water is beginning to ebb out." 
 
Then came another shout--water was pouring in from another source! Apparently, the cunning 
engineers of the distant past had connected still another tunnel to the tides of Mahone Bay. 
 
During the next four years, the treasure-seekers doggedly sunk shaft after shaft in their efforts 
to choke off the flow of water into the treasure pit. Their drills kept going deeper and deeper 
down to 170 feet. They probed through surfaces of wood and iron and finally appeared to be 
making contact with cement surfaces.  The engineers envisaged a picture of a cement chamber 
five feet square and seven feet deep which had been loaded with gold bullion and buried in 
addition to the oak chests. 
 
During the summer of 1897, T. Perley Putnam, one of the drillers, brought up a strange fibrous 
ball. A Dr. Andrew Porter made a microscopic examination and found it to be a small piece of 
parchment with the letters "ui", "vi", or "wi" written on it in black ink. 
 
“It's the letters of some word but it's not clear enough for me to decide what they are or what 
language they're in," he announced. 
 
Here was still another clue in the jigsaw puzzle of buried treasure. But no one could ever find 
out how to fit it in its proper place. 
 
Not long after this discovery, the expedition ran out of funds and gave up.  A young insurance 
salesman named Frederick Blair, one of the members of the treasure company, dug into his 
own pocket to continue operations on his own. But in 1903, he, too, gave up the ghost. 
 



Nine years flew by. Then came a new syndicate with fresh hopes for solving the thrilling secret 
of Oak Island. Their contribution was to build a giant cofferdam which would blot out all of 
Smith's Cove from the sea. This dam was completed at a cost of $70,000, and the men 
confidently set up their pumps to milk the money pit dry and collect their windfall.  But they got 
an unexpected kind of windfall. One night, the skies above the island blackened and there were 
ominous rumbles in the distance. 
 
"Storm coming up," the men remarked. 
 
The head of the company was reassuring, however. "It won't be anything serious," he said. 
"Maybe just a nice shower." 
 
That "shower" turned out to be one of the worst storms ever to devastate Nova Scotia. It roared 
down on the mile-long patch of land with such fury that it smashed the dam into thousands of 
crumbled pieces of cement. The ghosts of Oak Island had crushed still another dream of easy 
riches. 
 
Down through the 20's, coveys of treasure hunters, many of them ill-trained and ill-equipped for 
advanced engineering work, buzzed around the mystery island and ploughed up acres of clay 
soil. Their haphazard efforts only made things more difficult for the next professional expedition 
which was organized in 1934 by Gilbert Hedden, a retired steel manufacturer with a passion for 
adventure, in cooperation with Mr. Blair. It took many months before their drills could even make 
any contact with the oaken chests which the amateur diggers had pushed even deeper into the 
muck. 
 
One day, Hedden returned to the island from a short trip to the mainland. He was in a state of 
wild excitement. He had chanced through an English book which detailed the exploits of the 
legendary Captain William Kidd. On one page of the book, a map had been drawn of an island, 
supposedly in the China Sea, which Kidd had selected for his treasure cache. 
 
"Look at it!" he exclaimed to Blair. 
 
"The sunken rocks on that island, the elevations, the areas of deep water, the whole 
appearance of the area-it's identical to Oak Island." 
 
Trembling, with anticipation, the men studied a legend on the drawing of the Kidd map which 
appeared to represent the directions to the famous buccaneer’s treasure pit on the island. The 
cache had been sighted on two granite boulders.  Blair remembered having seen one large 
granite boulder on the island whose surface had been bored with a round Hole.  He and Hedden 
found it without much trouble. They began to scour the island for another one like it. Not long 
after the search began, a shout was heard from one of the members of their group. 
 
"There's a boulder embedded in the sand here," he called, "Looks just like the other one." 



 
Sure enough, the boulder bore the same hole on the top surface. Hedden and Blair's engineers 
immediately unlimbered their slide rules and laid out a course from the boulders following the 
directions on the Kidd legend. The line led right to the money pit! 
 
"There's no doubt about it now." Hedden exclaimed. "Kidd's the man who buried the treasure." 
 
Elated by this turn of events, Hedden sailed for Europe to seek out the author of the Kidd book. 
Here he met an unexpected rebuff. "There's a colossal mistake somewhere," the author said 
firmly. 
 
"Kidd's island is in the China Sea and nowhere else. As far as I know, Kidd never was near Oak 
Island." 
 
He agreed, however, to introduce Hedden to the original owner of the map from which the book 
version had been copied.  He, too, was adamant in insisting that a mistake had been made 
somehow. "Kidd's treasure was deposited thousands of miles away from Nova Scotia," he said. 
 
The mystery of the drawing remains almost as great today as the mystery of Oak Island itself. 
Many Nova Scotians still maintain that it was indeed the mighty Kidd who left his imprint on the 
treasure island in Mahone Bay. Hedden and Blair, however, came to the conclusion that Kidd 
never had the manpower available and did not spend enough time around Nova Scotia to have 
secreted the Oak Island hoard. The co-incidence in maps? Probably some kind of fantastic error 
in copying which may never be accurately explained. 
 
 
While the name of Kidd was being bandied about, other nominations were being made for the 
title of "Oak Island Treasure Hoarder." One suggestion was Henry Morgan, a fabled freebooter 
who was known to have operated in the sheltering coves of Mahone Bay. Another was the 
commander of the peninsula fortress of Louisbourg who centuries ago received an appropriation 
of approximately $10,000,000 to rebuild his decimated fortress 240 miles south of Oak Island. 
Only a portion of that sum was used up.  The disposition of the rest of it remains shrouded in 
mystery. The commander's engineers did a superb job in rebuilding their fort. Had their talents 
been exploited later to secrete the unused gold bullion on Oak Island? 
 
While conjecture continued, the search went on. The Hedden-Blair venture ended in failure but 
in 1939 treasure-hunting adventurers set up shop on the island again. They put highly advanced 
drilling and excavating equipment into play and were making good progress toward completely 
draining the pit when the sands of fortune ran out again. The Axis countries plunged into war 
with France and England. The dominion of Canada followed its mother country into the conflict. 
Government officials promptly recalled all the best drilling equipment in use for work in the 
construction of military camps. The mystery of Oak Island wasn't as important as a World War. 
 



The most recent attempt to solve the centuries-old riddle of buried treasure also turned out to be 
the briefest. A GI from Milwaukee named Edward Reichert became intrigued with the ancient 
tale of pirate gold when he made a wartime visit to Canada. "After this war's over, I'm coming 
back here and make mystery for that treasure," he told Nova Scotia inhabitants. 
 
He made good his vow last year. But when he arrived at the island site and began preliminary 
surveys, he found that the sponsors he'd lined up to back his expedition had changed their 
minds and withdrawn their capital. He was defeated before he even got started. 
 
"I'm going to come back," he said when he left for the States. "I'm going to get the treasure out 
of there yet." 
 
To the hard-bitten residents of Nova Scotia, however, this boast was so much wishful thinking. 
They are convinced, as are all professional engineers who have made a first-hand study of the 
site, that there IS some kind of fortune hidden in the depths of Oak Island. But the recurring 
failures to solve the mystery down through the generations have convinced many of them that 
no mortal men will ever bring that treasure up to the surface. They are confident the cunning 
ghosts who first claimed the island as their own will never give up what they have taken forever 
unto themselves. 
 
 


